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2010b(6)/2003b(4): Describe how computer controlled infusion devices target and 
maintain constant blood concentrations of propofol 

General: Computer controlled infusion devices use a 
mathematical algorithm based on a multicompartmental model 
for kinetics  to provide a constant specified plasma 
concentration of propofol in an infusion 

- User programs in Pt age and weight 
- Desired effect-site conc (newer Diprofuser) or plasma concentration (mcg/ml) 

(older) is also keyed in 
o Cp50 propofol = 4mcg/ml 

Mechanism of Action 
- Diprofuser gives a bolus (loading dose) of 

propofol at a high rate to ‘fill’ the central 
compartment (and thus the effect-site) (a) 

- Loading dose = Target conc x Vcent compartment  
- Not exact 2° rapid distribution and 

elimination 
o Rapidly reaches desired plasma conc (green line) 
o No under- or over-shoot 

- Central compartment conc decreases → 2° distribution to peripheral 
comapartments and metabolism 

o As infusion progresses, distribution becomes less important as peripheral 
compartments become saturated → elimination becomes 1° mode of 
↓conc 
 Re-distribution must also be taken into account 

o In accordance, Diprofuser ↓rate of infusion to account for ↓distribution → 
approaches rate of elimination (b) 

↑desired plasma conc (d) 
- Infuser ↑rate rapidly to reach desired plasma conc → gradually ↓rate to maintain 

conc as above 
↓desired plasma conc (c) 

- Infuser ceases infusion until desired plasma conc reached → restarts infusion at 
a lower rate 

Advantages 
- Maintains plasma conc without overshoot 
- Shown to ↓overall propofol required (cf anaesthetist controlled infusion) 
- Level of anaesthesia achieved more consistently adequate (to surgical 

stimulation) 
Disadvantages 
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- Uses predicted plasma concs of propofol → algorithms based on population 
statistics 

o Population → fit healthy subjects → not match all Pt groups 
- Inter-individual variability → “target” conc may be different for same clinical effect 

in different Pts 


